Upcoming Events

**No School - MLK**  
Jan. 20, 2020

**WTS PTO Dine to Donate at Offshore Ale!**  
Jan. 23, 2020

S.T.E.A.M

This month the First grade has started our Sound Unit in S.T.E.A.M. Class. Our objective is to figure out how energy can be transferred from one place to another using sound. We are collaborating in small groups while using tools to design, build, observe, and gather information around sound.

Our Learning

In Spelling we are learning “glued sounds” This week we learned *-all* (*ball, call, tall*). Next week we begin *-am* (*ham, Sam*) and *-an* (*fan, ran*). We continue our practice with digraphs ch, sh, wh, ck, th and tapping sounds to make words.

Unit 5 Trick Words

- from
- do
- does
- have